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The Young and the Reckless: The circumstances surrounding the child
custody case of the young bullfighter (Domingo Obismo played by
Jonathan Castellanos) is reminiscent in certain aspects to a child custody
case in the TNG episode “Suddenly Human”. From the Memory Alpha
database, we have this synopsis: “Jeremiah Rossa, the son of Connor and
Moira Rossa, born in 2353 at Galen IV colony. Jeremiah's parents were
killed during a Talarian attack on the colony during the Galen border
conflicts in 2357. As is Talarian custom, children of the enemy are adopted.
Jeremiah was adopted by the Talarian officer Endar, who treated him like
his own son and gave him the name Jono.” Doing the math, that makes
Jono no more than 12 when rescued by the crew of Enterprise.
Doctor Crusher advises
Captain Picard that Jono’s
medical exam reveals
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radiation poisoning, and
Obismo (Jonathan
has sustained two
Castellanos).
previously fractured ribs, a
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grade concussion, all
during the past seven years. She believes that he has
been with the Talarians for some time, since he has
assimilated their culture, and it is they who could have
brutalized him to cause the injuries.
Captain Picard also learns that Jono is the grandson of
Admiral Rossa sparking a custody debate. The crew
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identity. Ultimately, we learn that Jono’s injuries are as
a result of physical training, not abuse, and Jono chooses to remain with his adopted father.
TNG: Suddenly Human” Chad Allen portrays Jono, a
human teenager rescued from the Talarians.

(Someone should’ve talked to Worf, then, about his son, Alexander…)
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Trek Alumni: William Shatner (Denny Crane), John Larroquette (Carl Sack), Gary Anthony Williams
(Clarence Bell), Henry Gibson (Judge Clark Brown)
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